Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV) was first diagnosed from a man returning from Kuwait in September 2018, three years after the end of the Korean MERS outbreak in 2015.[@B1] The quarantine of this case was compromised because he was afebrile and mainly complained of diarrhea without overt respiratory symptoms from onset of symptoms in Kuwait to the time receiving surveillance query at the Incheon Airport, thus he did not meet the criteria of a patient under investigation (PUI) of Korea Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (KCDC).[@B2] In addition, thorough investigation did not reveal what exposure caused him to acquire MERS-CoV in Kuwait. Delay in diagnosis due to application of a narrow case definition as PUI was a major attributable factor of vigorous propagation in the early period of the 2015 outbreak.[@B3] Therefore, an urgent issue emerged with the current case whether or not PUI should include a patient with diarrhea and no respiratory symptoms. Since MERS-CoV was first detected in 2012, more than 2,200 laboratory-confirmed cases of human infection have been reported to the World Health Organization (WHO) as of 4 May 2018.[@B4] WHO surveillance guidance and Center for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) guidance for investigation of human infection with MERS-CoV are similarly based on clinical features in addition to epidemiological risks.[@B4][@B5] Both guidance specify acute respiratory infections based on clinical and radiological evidence as an essential requirement to find PUI.[@B4][@B5] However, WHO issued another guidance for public health authorities and investigators to conduct investigations around confirmed and probable cases of MERS-CoV infection, which is different from the surveillance guidance for epidemiological study or case definition for reporting.[@B4][@B5][@B6][@B7] That guidance described that recent contact history with individuals with MERS or respiratory illness and/or gastrointestinal symptoms, including people who have been severely ill or have died, in the 14 days before the onset of symptoms should be thoroughly explored and described as the human exposures.[@B6] Therefore, WHO recognizes gastrointestinal symptoms as an indication of infectivity as well as primary symptoms of MERS-CoV. The guidances of KCDC and CDC also note that patients should be evaluated and discussed with public health departments on a case-by-case basis if their clinical presentation or exposure history is equivocal.[@B2][@B5] Moreover, all MERS guidances from CDC or WHO are interim and waiting to be updated with further evidence.[@B4][@B5][@B6][@B7] The current case denied any animal exposures for 3 weeks staying in Kuwait, thus he probably caught MERS-CoV through human exposures with a person who had no overt respiratory symptoms but possibly had gastrointestinal symptoms, like this case, or asymptomatic infection. MERS has a diverse range of clinical manifestations from asymptomatic to fatal.[@B4] In 186 cases of the Korean MERS outbreak, fever, cough, sputum, diarrhea, nausea and vomiting, and abdominal pain were observed in 81.7%, 56.9%, 39.8%, 19.4%, 14.0%, and 8.1%[@B8] and one asymptomatic infection (0.06%) was detected from serological investigation of contact persons.[@B9] With that evidence, any respiratory symptoms would not be reliable enough to find PUI and gastrointestinal symptoms are too significant to neglect.

Although human-to-human transmission in Saudi Arabia is markedly decreasing,[@B6] the current case clearly showed that MERS-CoV patients can be imported from countries other than Saudi Arabia with atypical presentation in Korea, which will make recognition of PUI more difficult. As we learned from the Korean MERS outbreak, it is an absolute necessity to detect any influx of the MERS-CoV infections at quarantine surveillance to prevent its outbreak. There is a concern of excessive testing and preemptive isolation if diarrhea is added to the criteria of PUI of MERS because traveler\'s diarrhea is common. During the "watch" period of the national MERS response against the current case in 2018, a tertiary care hospital in Seoul modified the criteria for testing MERS-CoV to include patients with diarrhea associated with traveling history of Middle East countries and total of 16 patients were tested for MERS-CoV but no one was tested because of diarrhea. Therefore, addition of diarrhea in clinical features indicating PUI possibly makes surveillance for MERS infections more thorough with an affordable burden. For 7 weeks during the 2015 outbreak, a total of 27,009 MERS-CoV real-time reverse transcription PCR tests were performed to confirm PUI in clinical laboratories in Korea,[@B10] which would be much larger than the number of MERS tests future, regardless of PUI criteria if no more outbreak occurs. Considering the detrimental impact on the healthcare system if an index case is missed, better PUI criteria provide tighter guard in quarantine surveillance. Note again that PUI criteria are not a case definition but for testing and revision of national PUI criteria to include diarrhea as a clinical feature would be beneficial in Korea.
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